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because of resultant economic disadvantage. Nonetheless, I emphasize the 
contemporary and historic relationships among social, political, and eco
nomic status. For example, while it is empirically accurate to note that the 
majority of poor Americans are white, because most Americans are white, 
that is a statistical artifact; poverty in America is disproportionately of 
color. Further, people of color face obstacles that whites with similar so
cioeconomic status often do not. These latter types of inequality (social, as 
it relates to our relationships with one another, and political, as it relates 
to access to power in terms of representation in government) are also ex
amined in this book. 

II is important to distinguish between equality of opportunity and 
equality of outcome "~th respect to economics.' Few voices in American 
discourse argue for equality of outcome. Rather, those who are concerned 
about economic inequality poinl out that many individuals in the United 
Stales are disadvantaged from birth. As a result, the ideal of a meritocratic 
system is undermined because those who achieve success do so either be· 
cause they had a head start or in spite of significant barriers. If everyone 
started off with the same opportunity (and did not face structural imped
iments along the way). inequalily of outcome would be acceptable. Put 
another way, most Americans agree that personal responsibility and ini· 
tiative are required to achieve success. The disagreement often arises be
tween those who believe that inequality of outcome is largely related to 
structural inequal ity of opportunity and those who beli eve that it is the 
result of personal failure. That debate is not fully addressed in this book, 
though it wiU become clear that systemic disadvantage minimizes oppor· 
!unities for many Americans and puts pressure on the convenient argu
ment that the poor are struggling economically because of character flaws, 
laziness, poor choices, or other individual-level characteristics. 

On the other hand, the idea of social and political equality is often dis

cussed with respect to outcome- in contemporary society, most agree 
that fundamental rights need not be earned. As a result, equality of op
portunity is the same as equality of outcome: African Americans ought 
not be denied the right to vote; Latinos ought not be prevented from own-
11111 homes; women ought not be kept from certain professions; and so 
lo 11th, llut this issue is also more complicated tbat it might initially appear 
111 I~.' As we will see, the concept of representation is complex. Are we 
It• ~111ur, for example, that for women to have equal political rights they 
11111•1 rnmprise an equal (50 percent) number of state legislators or US 
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representatives? Or would equality in this regard mean proportionality 
(In which case, women would hold slightly more seats than men in the 
Congress)? Or by equal do we mean that the interests women have (to the 
extent that they can be identified as such) are represented, even if by men, 
in those political bodies? While these are all worthwhile discussions. they 
lie beyond the scope of this book. From time to time I will highlight these 
dilemmas, but for the most part, the reader is Invited to make his or her 
own decisions about what types of equality are most appropriate and un · 
der what circun1stances. Similarly, readers are encouraged to find ways to 
address inequality- to the extent that it is considered to be problematic
that are consistent with their own values and beliefs. This book is designed 
to heighten consciousness by pointing out the places where the realities 
of twenty-first-century American life are seemingly inconsistent with the 
core principles outlined by the Framers. 

Democracy's Promise: America's Founding Principles 

The political reasons that led to the American Revolution are many, and 
we need to briefly consider some of the most important philosophical 
principles that guided the Framers as they envisioned a new nation-an 
experiment in democracy-and drafted a system that they hoped would 
foster those ideals. In this context James Madison's writing is central. 
Madison, the "l'ather of the Constitution," contributed a number of es· 
sential elements to that document (see Box 1.1), but his ideas about power 
dynamics between majority and minority factions provide a unique in · 
sight into not only the concerns of the Framers at that time, but also the 
ways that contemporary American government and culture is equipped 

to deal with inequality. 
Jn Federalist JO.' for instance, Madison argues that representative de· 

mocracy is best suited to deal with what he expected would be an endur· 
ing dilemma-how to respect the will of the majority while protecting the 
rights of the minority. Sometimes called Madison's dilemma, tl1e concern 
is unique to a system of government where the interests of citizens matter 
in a meaningful way. In authoritarian regimes, rulers can impose their 
will on the citizenry, often with perceived legitimacy, with the only con
sequences coming in the form of a coup d'etat. In a democracy, however, 
each citizen's "opinions and passions" must be permitted to surface with· 
out interference. Otherwise the liberty on which the Revolution was based 

This should sound a bit like the cake argument in Stone
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BOX 1.1. Representing: JAMES MADISON 

The fourth president of the United States. and one of the most import
ant lmellectual leaders of America's founding, is a complex historical 

f>gtKe. Not only did he grow up with tremendous privilege on a tobacco 
plantation In Virginia, but his family's wealth did not stem from the Amer
ican myth of hard work and fair play. His father Inherited wealth and 
married Into a wealthy family, and his wealth was perpetuated throug.h 
plantation slave labor. 

Yet within that privileged context, Madison (pemaps unintentiorially) 
contributed Ideas that would ultimately support the struggle of descen
dants of slaves and other oppressed communttles In the Untted States. 
He did not argue for an end to slavery but Insisted on a strong central 
government that would provide a contrast to the states' rights position 
that Confederate states adapted during the Civil War and then during the 
Jim Crow era of legalized racial segregation In the American South. His 
belief in fundamental human rights, many of wl1lch are codified in the BiH 
of Rights- the flfSt ten amendments to the US Coost~ution-are at odds 
with the lived reality that he and his contempomries ~ncluding Thomas 
Jefferson) Imposed on slaves. Native American Indians. and white women. 
Yet the broad principles that are encapsulated by those Ideas have driven 
not only movements for women's suffrage and black civil rights, but also 
the rights of a wide range of groups and associations that lack power or 
support such as the Jehovah's Wrtnesses, the Ku Klux Klan, communists, 
gay and lesbian Americans, and the criminally accused. 

Characterizing Madison's representation as substanllve, as described 
below, would be improper because many of the groups who have ben
efited from his Ideas did not exist in his time. But the codification (in law 
and Judicial interpretation) of those principles has resulted In support for 
minority groups far beyond those that were competing for power and 
consideration in the eighteenth and earty nineteenth oenturies. In this 
way. Madison is important to the struggle for racial and economic equal

ity today even though he did not f19ht for those causes In his day (and 
very well may not have boon Wllling to do so if he were alive today).• 

--0.t Enslavtd Community," Jaints Madison"s Montp<Uier. http:J/www 
.montp<lier.org/visit/plan-your-visit/ensla,-ed-communitr. "Jomes 
Madison,• American-Presidents.com, 20 I I, http://www.american 
·presidents.com/jamcs-madison; "James Madison: l.ife Before the 
Presidency." the Miller Center at the University of Virginia, 201 J, 
h II p :// m Ille rec n le r .o rgl pres id en t 
/madlson/cssays/biography/2. 
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would be meaningless. However, such differences in opinions have Lhe 
potential to destroy the republic, which is what Madison referred to as Lhe 
"violence of faction.• 

lhat is simple enough, but we need to examine Madison's distinction 
between majority and minorily faction. As disruptive as faction could be in 
and of itself, one could argue that a healthy political communily should in
clude rigorous discussion and debate. Madison was more concerned about 
tyranny, which he feared would result if one faction consistently had its way 
against the other. Minorily faction was less of a concern to Madison be
cause of the principle of majority rule. ·niat is, if a small group of citizens or 
elected officials wished to impose their will on the masses, they would most 
likely be outvoted by the majorily. It was majority iyranny that presented a 
greater concern, but Madison argued that lhe very structure of a republic 
(in particular, a large republic) would (a.long with the specific safeguards 
built into the Constitution, he and his coauthors would later argue) lead to a 
system that would slow people's passions and protect minority rights. 

This problem was relevant in the eightttnth century, and even more 
so today. The extension (and later protection) of political rights to Afri
can Americans and white women, as well as vast waves of immigration, 
greatly diversified the polity. As a result, there are more "factions." and 
it appears, at least to the casual observer, that a small minorily (the very 
wealthy) has disproportionate power over the majority. But recall that 
Madison did not expect this to be a problem. What happened? 

Rep resentation: Elected Officials 

Representation is a concept that appears to be straightforward, but on 
closer examination is actually quite complicated. What does it mean to 
"represent" a person or a group of people or an idea? Lf a Pittsburgher 
wears her Steelers jersey on a Sunday afternoon in the fall, she is repre· 
senting her favorite team, or maybe even her hometown. Lf a student's in
stitutional affiliation is printed on his nametag at an academic conference, 
he is representing his college or university. In these ways, representation 
is symbolic and is not particularly important to the lives of others. On 
the other hand, if a student is selected to represent her residence hall on 
the university council, she might make decisions that can influence the 
lives of others in her dormitory. In that situatioi1, variations in how she 
chooses to understand the concept of representation can result in very 

And here is Jone's perspective!
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different outcomes. Now let's consider a ridiculous scenario 10 demon
strate two prominent theories of representation. 

Prior 10 elections for residence hall council, the administration ex
~ressed c~ncerns about students' low energy level during morning classes. 
The solution: doughnuts. The university president decided that the best 
way to invigorate students for morning classes would be to infuse them 
with suga.r by offering free doughnuts in classroom buildings. The only 
problem 1s that the university's bakery could supply only one type of 
doughnut in such large quantities. Consequent ly the hall COlmcil would 
have to choose between cake or jelly-filled doughnuts. 

Two candidates threw their hats in the ring. Jessica was a sophomore 
biochemistry major with a 3.8 GPA- She was in a number of clubs and 
participated in inlranmral athletics. Michael was a junior English major 
with. a 3.4 GPA. He was on the swim team and active in campus ministry. 
During the campaign, Jessica favored cake doughnuts because they were 
denser and "stuck to your ribs" beuer. Michael, a fitness nut, noted that 
since jelly came from fruit, jelly doughnuts would be the beuer choice_ 
When all the votes are tallied, Michael woo by a 12 percent margin. How
ever, before he cast his vote for doughnut, he had a poll conducted in the 
residence hall to learn what his constituents thought. As it turned out, 
nearly 60 percent of respondents preferred cake doughnuts. 

Michae.I now has a dilemma of representation. If he perceives himself 
as a delegate,• he will vote for cake doughnuts. Even though he knows in 
his heart that jelly would be belier for the students, he believes that his 
job is to do what they would do if they could be there themselves. If he 
perceives himself as a trustee, however, he will vote for jelly doughnuts
no1 because he is indifferent to his constituents' wishes, but because he 
believes that he knows best and feels that the students knew his views on 
doughnuts when they elected him. Even though they clearly selected him 
for other reasons, they would not be surprised or disappointed if he voted 
his conscience. Besides, if they did not like his vote, they could choose to 
not reelect him next year. 

So which would we prefer? In the silly example above, most of us 
would say that Michael should act as a delegate. He clearly knows what 
we want, and he has no (or very little valid} additional information at his 
disposal. This is an example of what social scientists refer 10 as directive 
~r rl!Strictive governance.5 On the other hand, it is relatively easy to imag
ine the practical limits of such a preference. Many of the decisions that 
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government officials make on a daily basis are not particularly salient (rel
evunl to our lives), and many others are very technical. If a member of 
Congress would lake a poll 10 find out whether her constituents favored 
or opposed a reduction in the capital gains tax, there would very likely be 
a lot of"don't know• answers or "non·attitudes."6 ln such an instance, we 
might very well prefer that our leaders act as trustees-a scenario that is 
sometimes referred 10 as permissive govcmance. 

Even this level of complexity, though, does not adequately capture the 
reality of contemporary politics. Yet another dimension has to do with 
the degree to which the individuals selected to represent us are equipped 
to do so. At the federal level, at least, most elected officials are wealthier 
and bener educated than the average citizen.7 ln many ways, then, their 
personal interests ("opinions and passions" to use Madison's language) 
can be expected to differ from ours. That does not mean, however, that 
they must (or will) vote for their own personal interests at the expense of 
the rest of us. They could choose cake doughnuts because they know that 
is what we prefer, or they could choose jelly doughnuts because informa
tion they have (which we may not} indicates they are better for us. Elected 
officials who ignore the will of their constituents on a regular basis, al least 
in theory, will have difficulty at the ballot box in subsequent elections. (As 
we will see below, however, that is not the case with appointed officials.) 
Bui that does not ensure that our elected officials will share what are per
ceived 10 be important characteristics with their constituents. Can those 

officials represent their constituents effectively? 
Not necessarily. Political scientists differentiate between symbolic (or de

scriptive) represe11tatiot1 and substantive representation.8 The former refers 
to the degree to which representatives have characteristics (e.g., race, gen
der, wealth, ideology) that reflect their constituencies, while the latter has 
10 do with whether they vote consistently with constituents' interests, even 
if they do not look like those whom they represent. This distinction is rel
evant to understanding why millionaires' can be elected and subsequently 
presumed to provide appropriate representation to hundreds of thousands 
(or, in the case of many US senators, millions) of individuals 1vho struggle 
economically. It is why the US Senate- which currently has three African 
American members, two of whom were appointed rather than elected 10

-

can be considered to be representative of a diverse populace. And it is why 
a body like the US Congress, comprised overwhelmingly of men.11 can 
be presumed (correctly or incorrectly} to be attentive 10 the interests of 
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BOX 1.2. Representing: DAVID YASSKEY 

In 2006, US Representative Major Owens (O.NY), who is African Amer
ican, decided to retire from his seat representing a Brooklyn district 

where the majority of voters (about 60 percent) were African American. 
Four candidates competed for the Democratic Party nomination In the 
district (which was almost certain to choose a Democrat In the gooeral 
election), one of whom, David Yasskey, was white. 

The seat had been held by an African American member since 
the 1960s, but the existence of four candidates led to uncenainty as 
to whether It would remain black. In the midst of the campaign, Yass
key was referred to as a "colonizer" by Owens and further criticized 
by some African American leaders as trying to take away one of the 
seats that had come to symbolize imponant political gains fOt African 
Americans In the Congress. There were suggestions that Yasskey, If 
elected. would seek to join the Congressional Black Caucus (CBC). In 
a strategy letter to CBC members. former member of Congress (and 
one of the CBC's founders) Wiiiiam Clay wrote that "it is critical that the 
Congressional Black Caucus remains an all-black organization." push
ing the discussion about symbolic and substantive representation into 
the contest. When the counting was over, however, It did not matter. 
Yasskey finished second (26.2 percent) to Yvette Clarke (31.2 pe<cent), 

(Com..,..) 

women, who comprise more than half of the nation's population. As long as 
officials take the "opinions and passions" of their constituents into consid
eration-even if those do not match their own- they can be substantively 
represeiHative, even if they are not symbolically representative. However, 
one could certainly argue that a lack of symbolic representation can be con
cerning. particularly because there is a widespread and historic absence by 
members of particular groups in some positions.•: 

Representation: The Courts 

So far this discussion has centered on elected officials. But many of the 
people who represent us in government are appointed. Some of those 
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BOX 1.2. Representing: David Yasskey (Continued) 

with the other two candidates attracting 22.9 pe<cent and 19.6 percent 
of the vote. 

The results we<e different in Tennessee that year. howevet. In a dis· 
trict that has a majority of African Americans and had been held for two 
generations by African Americans, Democrat Steve Cohen, who is white, 
won his party's nomination in a fifteen-candidate contest (thineen of 
whom were African American) and went on to represent the congressio· 
naJ district that includes Memphis. Cohen did not seek to Join the CBC.• 

'Jackson Baker, "Cohen, Hart, and the Schools: Memphis Flyer, July 7, 
20t I, http://www.n1emphisflyer.com/memphis/cohen·han-and-thc . 
-schools/Content1oid~301458l; "Congressional Black Caucus to Remain 
an All-Black Organiz:uion: EmergingMinds.org. September 8. 2006. 
http:llem<rgingminds.org/Congr<Ssional-Black-Caucus-to-Rema1n 
-an-All-Black-Organization.html; Michael Cooper, "Councilwoman 
Wins Primary for House Seat," New York Times, September t3, 2006, 
http:/J•WM. nytimes.com/2006/09/13/nyregion/l 3cong.html: Jonathan 
P. Hicks, "Rivals in Mouse Race Debate White Candidate's Motives: New 
York Times, August 25, 2006, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/25 
/nyregion/25brooklyn.html; Jonathan P. Hicks, "Each.C.1ndidate Staims 
the Advantage in a Fierce 4-Way Congressional Race m Brooklyn, New 
York Times. Septtm.,.,r 2, 2006. httP'J/www.nytimes.com/2006/09/02 
/nyregion/02brooklyn.html; Shailagh Murray, "Candidacy Fosters a 
Debate on Race." Washington Po1t, July 6, 2006. Al. 
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appointments are limited in their power, but others, such as members of 
the federal judiciary, are quite powerful. In all cases, though, the concept 
of representation is similar, though its manifestation can be quite differ
ent. While bureaucrats at a number of agencies (Health and Human Ser
vices, Housing and Urban Development. etc.) can have direct relevance 
to issues relating to racial and economic inequality, the judicial branch 
has arguably been the most important tool for members of historically 
disadvantaged groups to achieve public policy success. As we will see, the 
courts have, on occasion, made decisions in favor of minority interests 
that elected officials would have had a hard time f!>a.king (for fear of repri
sal at the ballot box). In this way, the courts illustrate Madison's belief that 
the protection of minority rights is an essential element of democracy. 
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'I hough Alexander Hamilton famously referred to the judiciary as the 
"least dangerous" branch of the federal government, IJ the power of judi· 
cial review has resulted in a system wherein the last word on a particular 
issue is often handed down from appeals courts. Because courts can de
clare laws passed by Congress and signed by the president 10 be uncon
stilurional (and thus void}, there are often concerns that such activism 
is undemocratic. That is only true, however, if we define democracy as 
majority rule. The 535 members of the US Congress and the president 
of the United Stales must appeal to the majority (or at least a plurality 
of their constituents) in order lo win a seat and keep ii. This is particu
larly true with members of Congress, who have no term limits, and spe
cifically members of I he House of Representatives, who face election every 
two years. As a result, ii is very difficult for members to take unpopular 
positions. 

Members of lhe federal judiciary. however, serve life terms (though 
they can be impeached and removed from office for particularly egregious 
behavior) nnd arc not clecled. This design is a function of the Framers' 
desire 10 allow one branch of government 10 make decisions that are im· 
munc from direct public pressure. If we understand democracy 10 mean 
respeC1 for majority will and protection of minority rights, ii is more ap
propriate lo refer lo judicial action that cuts against popular opinion as 
being counlermajoritarian, rather than undemocral'ic. 

'1 he US Supreme Court ofien abstains from making overtly political 
decisions if ii can avoid ii (see the Court's action in B11sh v. Gore." how
evcr. ns a notable exception to this rule), but every governmental decision 
affects people and is a reflection of power differences in society. In that 
way. everything the Court docs is political, and even whal the Court does 
1101 do is political. Unlike the legislative and executive branches, members 
or the judiciary cannot technically set their own agendas; they must wail 
until a case comes before them, and even then, they are somewhat limited 
in terms of the scope of the decision lhcy can make. However, because the 
Supreme Court cannot possibly entertain arguments for 1he several thou
sand cases that are petitioned 10 be heard each term, the justices' choices 
or which to hear and which to deny (thus rendering the lower court deci
sion as final) is also a political action. 

As we consider the various types of inequality that exist in America 
today, we will be altenlive to limes when court decisions have contrib· 
uled to or challenged inequality. At this point, though, it is important to 
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consider some Supreme Courl decisions that directly relate to the notion 

of reprcscnlalion. 

One Person, One Vote 
Fundamental 10 the broadest notions of democratic theory is the idea 
that each citizen has an equal chance to influence government. As always, 
however, the devil is in the details. Whal does "equal" mean? Certainly 
it does not mean thal each citizen has the same amount or money to do
nate each year to political campaigns. At a minimum. it means that each 
citizen gets the same amount of power at the voting booth. This can be 
achieved in a number of ways, bul in the United Stales. we have sellled on 
the one person, one vote model that was clearly affirmed by the Supreme 

Court in Baker'" Carr's and Reynolds v. Simms.1• 
In Baker v. Carr (1962), the Court considered whether it could address 

a political question such as the one brought forward by a Tennessee man 
named Charles Baker who complained that the state had nol been duti· 
ful in redrawing US House district borders following each census, even 
though there was significanl movement within the slale. At the time the 
case was filed, the district in which Baker lived (near Memphis) had nearly 
ten times the population of some of Tennessee's rural districts. Conse
quently Baker argued that he bad less representation than someone who 
lived in a less populated district. The Court ruled that such questions were 
appropriate for courts to decide (a departure from earlier rulings), which 
opened the door for similar questions in the following years. 

ln Reynolds v. Simms (1964), the Court was asked to decide the con
slilutionality of an Alabama law that state legislative districts could not 
cross county borders. Consequently one slate senate dJstrict had about 
forty-one times the population of another by the time the suit was filed. 
Although that number is very large, it was nol unusual at the time for dis
tricts 10 vary greatly in population, as many rural districts featured sparse 
population and state Jaws regarding redistriC1ing that were in place before 
urbanization led to vastly disproportionate representation for areas wilh 
higher populations. In Reynolds, the Court established the one person, 
one vote principle, which means that the power of each of us to affect gov
ernment by having our representatives be responsive must be relatively 

equal.'7 . 
It might seem surprising thal it took 175 years into the nation's exis

tence under 1he current Constitution to officially establish a fundamental 
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~rlnciple. of <lem~racy. Such is the nature of the way our brains process 
1nforma1ron. For rnstance, it also seems rid iculous to many of us that it 
took the same amount of time to pass a federal law that prohibited states 
from excluding citizens from voting based on their race, or that it took 
133 years to guarantee white women the right to vote. ll is only because 
we take these rights as common sense today that we can be critical of past 
generations for not acting sooner, but, conversely, ii is because the actions 
were. taken that we now see those rights as nonnegotiable. It is difficult to 
pr~d1ct what standards future generations "~ll have that will cause them 
to Judge us harshly {the right for gay couples to marry might be an ex
ample). "".e are still, for instance, not settled on the one person, one vote 
s~andard '.n practice. While few would argue that anyone should be in a 
district \"1th a few thousand people while someone else in the same state 
s~~uld be in a district with a few million, the mechanism we use to count 
c1t1uns- tbe census-is imperfect, and questions remain about wbo in 
fact is counted. 

Everybody Counts 

The Constitution requires a census every ten years, and because the 
US House of Representatives has members from states in proportion 
(roughly) to the size of their population, a process of rea llocation of 
House seats and subsequent redrawing of district boundaries follows. Put 
another way, ii would be impossible to appropriately apply the Court's 
standar~s ~om Reynolds v. Simms without a clear picture of how many 
people llVe in each state and where (within the state) they live. 

After the 2000 census, Utah lost a House seat as a result of a decline in 
population over tbe previous decade. Believing that the loss was due to the 
C~sus. Bureau's process of "imputation" in some states, wh ich involves 
esu.matmg population by way of statistical procedures when questions re
marn after all attempts to contact citizens have been exhausted ts offia·ats . u h dl9 • 
m ta sue lo have the imputed numbers removed from the aUocation. 
:nie Co~rl rejected Utah's arguments, effectively affirming the process of 
11nputat1on. 

lmputa~ion matters '.n this context because citizens who have less power 
are more likely to be dtfficult to count in the census than those who have 
access lo power. These hard-to-count groups include renters (as opposed 
IO homeowners), racial and ethnic minorities,lll and homeless persons. If 

......... -----------~------
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we can assume similarities in at least some characteristics based on geog
raphy (a proposition that I will question below), then an underc~unting 
of citizens in th is category could result in less formal representation for 
them in government. lfwc consider the cyclical effects of reduced repre
sentation for Americans who arc already struggling, we understand how 

these seemingly obscure questions come to life. 

Symbolic Representation and Racial Mi11ority Voting 
Compared 1o many other nations, the Un ited States is characterized by 
one of the largest gaps in voter turnout between rich and poor ~itiic.ns.21 

'The reasons for this arc not straightforward. but at least some of it 1s likely 
attributable to race. In this section, we explore the importance of electing 
members of racial minority groups to public office and the related issue of 

voter turnout by and suppression of minorities. 
After the Civil War, a number of African Americans achieved elected 

office, particularly in areas where the majority of citizens were non whit~. 
After Reconstruction, however, the efforts 10 disenfranchise black Amen 
cans by way of literacy tests. white primaries, grandfather dauses, and poll 
taxes in the South made it difficult for blacks to run for office. As northern 
urban centers attracted black citizens during the Great Migration (1910-
1930) African Americans began to concentrate in cities, which eventu
ally l:d to electoral victories. In 1965 Congress passed and the president 
signed the Voting Rights Act, which abolished Jim Crow-era v~ter su.p
pression and mandated federal oversight of elections in states with a .his
tory of such activity. With the passage of the Voting Rights Act. African 
American members of the United States Congress from Atlanta, Houston, 
Memphis, and New Orleans joined representatives from urban areas i~1 
the North such as New York, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, and St. Louis 
(as well as Los Angeles). The overwhelming majority of black elected of· 
ficials today are still selected from so-called majority·mi~ority .dist~icts .. 

To understand the importance and history of maionty-mmonty dis· 
1ricts to representing the interests of black and Latino voters, it is helpful 
to broaden our definitions of "majority" and "minority." In the Mad1so
nian sense, we can limit our understand.Ing to the mathematical concep
tualizations with which '"e are already familiar. A majority is 50 percent 
plus one. Anything less than 50 percent is a minority. But political sci· 
enlists use these terms to refer to power as well as numbers. Perhaps the 
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most vivid example is the system of apartheid in South Africa, which le
gally established whiles as the dominant social, economic, and political 
group, even though they comprised only I 0 percent of the population. In 
that situation, it does not make sense to talk about "the minority white" 
government in South Africa because whites comprise a power majority. 
Similarly, women are considered a "minority" in the United States be
cause they have been disproportionately denied access to the levers of 
power (though they constitute a majority of the total population).22 

Majority-minority districts are those in which a numerical majority 
of voting-age citizens are nonwhite. Some of these districts do not have 
a clear numerical majority in terms of racial or ethnic groups (e.g., the 
plurality may be African American and the percentage of Hispanics com
bine lo form more than 50 percent of the population), but the designation 
is meaningful because the majority of the citizens in the area are not a 
part of the racial group that disproportionately has access to power in the 
nation. 

The establishment of majority-minority districts is linked both to the 
notion of symbolic representation discussed earlier in this chapter and 
to the historic reality that white voters generally do not vote for candi
dates of color.23 Accordingly, the idea is that in order to make sure that 
people of color are represented in the national legislature, states that have 
a significant number of blacks, Hispanics, or Asians can, because of the 
concentration in housing panerns (discussed in Chapter 4), draw district 
lines for the House of Representatives such that a majority of the voters 
are nonwhite, with the expectation that they •viii elect a nonwhite person 
to represent them. 

The Supreme Court has upheld majority-minority districts, though 
their utility is subject to criticism from several perspectives. For example, 
a number of states redrew congressional district lines wilh attention to 
this issue after the 1990 census (see Figure I.I). Five white voten in North 
Carolina argued that the oddly shaped boundary of the Twelfth District 
(stretching some 160 miles, much of which was down an interstate high
way) violated their rights because it took race into account at the expense 
of creating a cohesive geographical district.2• The Supreme Court held that 
racially gerrymandered districts should be judged by the legal standard .of 
"strict scrutiny" to determine whether a citizen's rights are violated on the 
basis of race. For a Jaw to satisfy this standard, it must be deemed to have 
been made to further a compelling govern menl interest and be narrowly 

PIGURI! 1 .1. Challenged Congressional Districts in the 1990s 

A. 
Winston..saiem 

B. 

A. "1-35" Olslrict The 12th Congnoulonal Dlslrict In ~"_'.'11 Caro!ina• ""."-
1990 cenlU$. TNs disUlc1 was designed to create a majorily-mmoMy di•lriel lot 

Afflcan Ametlcans.. These fines were overturMd In Shaw v. Reno (1993). 

B. "Ear Muff' DlslJlct 4111 CongressloNI Diolrict In II":°' .. ~-1990 census. 
This districl was deSlgned to create a mojorily-H1spanoc d•strict without dikJting 
African American vothig in nearby dist!icts. Those llne:s were upheld upon challenge 
~ they ....,. d.-.ed to be •na1rowty talloted" to addtessing a compelling sllll• 

Interest (of not vioiatlng the CM1RighlSActof1965). 

29 

Source Peter s. \Vanson. •How LO Ora"'' Rcd.i.st.ricling Plan' ihnt Will Stand Up ~;;urt," 
Slate of Minn...,.• Se.note. 2000. httyJ/wWw.S<na1<.leg_st~•.mn.usldcp~rtnJ<:n " 
IRED1ST/Draw/Drnw992v.·cb.1Hin. Reprinted by ptrmiss1on from Elcc11on Oala Ser' ices.. Inc. 
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tailored lo achieve lhal intercsl. In other words, while il is permissible 

to draw majority-minority districts, a state musl be attempting to avoid 
violation of the Voting Rights Acl of 1965, and the district lines should be 
drawn in a way that takes other factors besides race into consideration so 

thal white voters' interests are also protected. Justice Sandra Day O'Con· 
nor wrote the opinion of the Courl in this ease, which found that the dis

lriet violated the Fourteenth Amendment rights of the white voters who 
brought suit. O'Connor affirms the importance of slates taking race inlo 

consideration as they draw district lines. bul argues that the boundary in 
this particular case, while crea ted with intentions to guarantee the rights 
of the minority (African Americans) in North Carolina, ultimately vio

lated the rights of the majority (whites). Furl her, she argues in the opinion 
that African Americans mighl also be offended by the district as drawn 

because il makes assumptions about them based on their race that would 
be considered lo be impermissible in other contexts: 

A reapportionment plan that Includes in one dis1rict individuals who lx:
long to the sam< race, but who are otherwise widely separated by geograph· 

!cal and political boundaries, and who may have lit1le in common with one 
ano1her but the color of their skin, bears an uncomfortable resemblance to 
political apartheid. It reinforces the perception that members of 1he same 

racial group- regardless of 1heir age, education, economic slatus, or the 
com munity in which the live- think alike, share Lhe same political inter

ests. and will prefer the same candidates al the poUs. We have rejected such 
perceptions elS<!where as impermissible racial steceotypes." 

Yet exit polls show that African Americans, as well as Latinos from 
certain backgrounds, while no1 monolithic entities, do tend lo vole sim· 

ilarly26 and view their interests as linked (if not across racial and ethnic 
boundaries, at least within them).17 

Voling by African Americans and Latinos, however, cannot be taken 
for granted. There have been significant efforts to disenfranchise Afri

can Americans throughout American history. Voling was prohibited lo 
slaves, and many stales-particularly those in the South-took extraor

dinary efforts (e.g .. literacy tes ts, poll laxes, white primaries, grandfather 
clauses) lo keep blacks from voling during the Jim Crow era.28 Much of 
that changed after passage of the Voling Rights Act of 1965 (VRA).2' 

bul recent elections have seen renewed concerns aboul racial minority 

)l 

lhe /\llHJrlCt\11 ltollUllhily 

ur ed from voling rolls,Jo reportedly be· 
voters being lm1pproprlaiely P g the polls 31 fac;ing dis-

1' h kpoinls on the way lo • 
Ing stopped at po ice c ec es Jl and being asked to wail in unusually 
proportionate ballot challeng. • 33 R ti Shelby County, Alabama, 

. . rban precmcts. ecen y . f 
long Imes 111 some u . h . ed nine states (and pornons o 
challenged portio~s of the VRA t e~/~iu:Stice clearance prior to making 
~Ix others) to obtatn US Departm d l 

1 
the summer of 2013, the US 

· th · lection proce ures. n 
any changes in eir e . . s of the law (which was reau· 
Supreme Court agreed that the pro~1~1on cleannc;c were unnecessary at 

thoriied by Congress in 2006) ~c~wt ncntief Justice John Roberts argued 
· · w iting for a 5-4 maion Y· · f · t 

this ume. r d" and that these states are being un airy 
that "our country has change f . 1 . on·ty voters in the past. )us· 

h . . t eatment o rac1a mm 
punished fort eir mis r d . I.hat the Justice Department 

d G. b rg disagree , notmg 
lice Ruth Ba er ms u etween 1982 and 2006, which sug· 
blocked over seven hundred changes b ' ncern about the targeting of 

h h t there was still reason ,or c;o . 
gesled to er 1 a h 'bili'ty of Congress wnt· 

34 Th d · · n left open t e posst 
minority voters. e ec;isio 

1 5 
the rationale was based on 

ing legislation to require clearanc:e, as ong a 

current evidence of discrimination. 

The American Anomaly . 
dilemma that persists is a resuh of the relative unique· 

In many ways. the ffidals in the United States. where geograp_hy 
ness of the way we elect 0 . 

1 
• d 3s Without a comparative 

th n polit1ca att1tu es. 
tends to matter more a 1 . 'or and potential solu· . . 1 sight of exp anat1ons • 
perspective, it 1s easy to ose. Th that we conceplualize and op· 
tions to inequality in Amen~a. .e w:~tant component of the way we 
erationa\ize representauon is an, imp . 'b'l' tt' es and responsiveness lo 

1 f!icials respons1 1 1 
think aboul govcrnmen ° . d by the system in which we were 

. ds. We are constrame 
our collecuve nee . tit is the only way to "do" democracy. 
raised, and we generally beheve tha f democratic governance is not 

A thorough discussion °'. differ~~t ~:; of our idiosyncrasies that are 
possible here, but we wtll cons1 er a t'on of majority and minority 

I t lo Uliderstanding represenla 1 • 
most re evan 

interests. . r as a choice between two indi· 
Americans gcne~ally think about ~~v:: two-party system in the United 

vidualsforonepos111on. Because we D ocrat and a Republican. We 
h . · ally between a cm 

States, that c oice is usu . th lection mechanisms (such 
understand that primary elections or o er se 
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as lhc congressional party caucus) can be used to determine what candi
date represents each of those parties in the general election, bu1 for the 
mos1 part, we view elections like tennis marches-someone will win and 
someone wiU lose. That sort of dectoral system, known as single member 
district plurality (SMDP),36 tends to lead to two-party competition (or 
a system where only two parties have a reasonable chance to control a 
branch of government). ln a pluralistic society such as the United States, 
each of the parties is thus left attempting to appeal to a broad range of 
interests in order to cobble together a coalition that will lead to electoral 

success. The result is that poor Arneric.ans do not have a party dedicated 
to representing lbeir interests; Democrats have been successful in attract
ing union workers and racial minorities, while Republicans have attracted 
whites in rural areas. Of course, both parties must also be responsive to 
the weahhier members of their coalitions, and because the wealthy are 
more likely to be active {not to mention donate funds to electoral cam
paigns), it is difficult for the poor to have proportionate infiuence over 
either party and thus government. 

Most democracies feature electoral systems that encourage multi
ple parUes. Most prominent among these is proportional representation 
{PR) where voters choose parties, rather than individuals, to serve them 
in public office. As opposed to the winner-take-all {or first-past-the-post) 
nature of SMOP, each party that receives a minimum level of support is 
awarded seats in the legislature in proportion to the votes it receives. For 
instance, if there are one hundred seats available, and Party X receives 51 
percent of the vote, Party Y receives 32 percent of the vote, and Party z 
receives 17 percent of the vote, Party X would get lifty-one seats, Party Y 
would get thirty-two sears, and Party Z would get seventeen seats. In an 
SMDP system, if this electoral result occurred in each of the one hundred 
districts, Party X would end up with all one hundred seats. WhiJe such an 
outcome is unlikely, what is equaUy unlikely is that Party z would ever 
get a seat in an SMDP system, and ifit did find some natural constituency 
in a limited regional area, the elected member would have no power in a 
legislature dominated by Parties X and Y. As a result, voters who support 
Party Z would be best served by voting for candidates from Parties X or Y, 
which means that those parties would have to broaden their focus to ap
peal to those citizens. Thar scenario, of course, quite neatly describes the · 
Democratic and Republican panics in the United States . 

• 
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. . . ' who must attract broad coalit ions 'lhe result is that these two partrcs, 
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' lling 
10 

address the 
. al · ' ty are unab e or unwi 

to assemble a numeric maion 'u . d S1·11es As noted above, elected 
· · · ·n the mte • · 

needs of power manontres ! d 11 I are disproportionately white and · uJ ly at the 1e era eve , · 
officials, part1c ar •1ted and wealthier than the average Amen
male, and they are better educ. ed to increase symbolic representa
can." While district lines can be ~ . ra\th>'n . o way to rectify the gender 

. f nd ethmcity, ere ts n 
lion on the basis o race. a . the confines of our current system. After 
disparity in elected bod res wiSLhrn . ot segregated by gender but by so

. · h United tales is n 
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cioeconom1c status: s 

1 
ntation addressed through political or 

unable to have their und.e~r~presef rt discrimination. Because of these 
. b d proh1b111on o ove . 

legal action cyon . . d that our sysLem of elections . . must bear m nun 
unique charactenstrcs, we ) t 'b tes to the underrepresenta-
(rather than simply voter preference con rr u 
tion of minorities. 

Alternatives to Our Current System . . . 

. d ted by the US Constitution, it is 
Though the SMDP system is not manb a. g proportional representation . . A e icans em rac.111 
difficult to una~me m r . leaders under this system. Consequently 
after two centurres of ~Jecung I here to stay. And, as we will see later 
I.he two-party system is probab y th tion of quotas, so a system 
. book, A ericans tend to oppose e no . l'k I 
rn the m . . in 2000).13 ender quotas 1s un 1 e y to 
of racial or (as France rnstHuted th r altgematives to electoral choice 

Th e are however, o e . d 
attract support. er ' . . t re These too are dramatic e-
t hat could work within the ex1stmg struc u . ect but discussing them 
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instance, if the race for US Senate features seven candidates, each voter 
has seven votes for tha1 contest. A voter who really liked the Republican 
candidate could cast all seven votes for him or her. If she likes the Re· 
pu~lican candidate but sort of likes the Tea Party candidate too, she can 
spht .her votes between them in a variety of ways (six for the Republican 
~nd1date and. one for the tea partier, four and three, etc.). During tabula· 
tron .• the candidate with the most votes wins the seal'. A voter who prefers 
a mmor party candidate can vote for that candidate without "wasting" her 
vote bec~use she c.an also give some of her votes to a major-party candi
da1e. Tlus type of system could encourage minor parties to run on plat
forms lhat focus on issues relevant to racial minorities and low-income 
Americans in ways that the big tent parties cannot. 

Two other possibililies for changing electoral systems 10 encour
age third-party involvement are Borda voting and instant runoff voting 
(IRV?. Both of these systems ask voters to rank order 1heir preference of 
candidates rn a contest. A voter who liked the Republican candidate the 
mosl would place a number 1 next to that candidate's name. Unlike first
past-the-post voting, though, the vo1er would rank the other candidates in 
order of preference. The Borda sys1em assigns weigh 1 to those preferences 
(e.g., four points for a first-place vote, three points for a second-place 
vote, etc.) and adds up all 1he points to determi ne a winner."° With !RV, 
after all first-place votes are tabulated, if no candida1e receives a majority 
of voles cast, the candida1e in last place is removed from the race, and the 
second-place votes for all those voters who chose him or her are redistrib· 
uted 10 1he other candidates in a process 1ha1 continues until one candi 
date has a majority of support. •1 

These models encourage support for minor-party candidates because 
a vote for them is not "was1ed." Even if they have little chance of win
ning, support ~or lhem is registered and 1he voter has a hand in choosing 
~mong the ~aJOr· party condidates. With a highly polarized par1y climate 
like the one rn 1wenty·first-century America, a gain of even a handful of 
~ats by minor parties could force 1he Democrats and Republicans to no
llce the needs of small pariics that represenl minority interests. This could 
shift the balance of representation-perhaps significantly-away from 
1he powerful. However, Americans are generally skeptical of 1his type of 
fundamental change. Even if such procedures were adopled, 1here· is no 
guaranlee that addressing these procedural mailers will lead to more sub
slantive equity or justice. Moreover, the current system of representation 

Anlcf'kan PluraJt,ru .15 

should not be viewed as Inherently inadequate to address lhc needs of 
1hose wilh lilllc power. Through substanlivc representation by elected 
leaders, potentially countcr-majoritarian courts, and through lhe work ~f 
organized interests, ordinary Americans can affect governmenl and poh· 

lies in meaningful ways. 

American Pluralism 

America is pluralistic in the sense tbal it is characterized by all sorts of 
diversity (economic, gender, age. racial, geographic, ideological, etc.). The 
pluralist model of democracy emerged as a response to the elitist model, 
which was put forth in the 1950s by sociologist C. Wright Mills.•2 The dit
ist perspective did nol argue that America should be controllc~ by elites, 
but rather observed that it is. Mills noted 1hat a small group of important 
people (and families) have access to a disproportionate .amount of ~'~er 
and 1hus are responsible for much of 1he forma.1 and informal dec1s1on 
making in the United States. In such a system, it is difficull for individ
uals who are nol born into the elite class to gain enlrance. Consequenlly 
members of the elite are able to maintain their power generation after 
generation. Pluralism.') on the 01her hand, while not denying the exis· 
tence of an elite class in the Uni1ed States (it would be hard to argue that 
such a class does not exist), paints a more optimistic picture of American 
democracy by noting that individuals are in fact able lo influence govern· 
ment 1hrough interest groups. These groups put pressure on the elites and 
consequently affect public policymaking in ways not available to indi~ld· 
uaJs. From this perspective, the power minority-who are the numen~ 
majority (or, as the Occupy Wall Street folks put it, the 99 percent)- 1s 
represented through the collective strength of voices, ballots, and pooled 
economic resources. Jn some cases, this approach has taken 1he form of 
social movements (such as the African American civil rights movement, 
the women's movement, the Chicano civil rights movemcnl, the Native 
American civil rights movement, and the immigrant righls movement), 
while in other instances it has resulted in advocacy groups such as those 

we will encounter in the following chapters. 
This brings us full circle to where we began this chapter. Recall that 

Madison warned of the potential "violence of fac1ion• in Federalist 10, a 
concern that he certainly would have applied to the prevalence of orga· 
nized interest groups in contemporary poli1ics. The paradox, then, is bow 
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the pluralist model of democracy- which allows Jess powerful Individuals 
to have their needs addressed through interest groups-can operate i11 a 
way that does not realize Madison's fears. Complicating the issue, power· 
ful elements of American society such as wealthy individuals and corpo
rations also {appropriately so) have the ability 10 form interest groups 10 

pressure leaders 10 make decisions that will benefit them." This market
place of competition results in similarly skewed access because wealthier 
individuals and groups gain disproportionate access and exert dispropor· 
tionate influence in a political system where money (by way of organized 
lobbying and campaign contributions) matters. As we will see in the fol 
lowing chapter, this reality has resulted in a gap between those who have 
and those who do not have or "have too little. "45 This gap has existed for 
generations but has grown very rapidly over the past couple of decades. 

Summary 

James Madison was among the elite in his day, and his concern to pro
tect minority interests stemmed, at least in part, from a desire to protect 
the powerful few from the passions and preferences of the masses. But 
America has made great strides in opening the political system to more 
and more citizens in the past two hundred years, and the Framers' ideas 
and words have often grounded those struggles. Yet as Patricia Lreland, 
former president of the National Organization for Women astutely notes, 
"progress is not equalily."<6 ft would be difficult for a reasonable person to 
argue that America is not a more equal place than it was even a genera
tion ago; it would be just as difficuJL for a reasonable person to argue that 
America's promise of equality has been fulfilled. Capitalism assumes a 
certain amount of inequality with respect to wealth, but democracy prom
ises each citizen some degree of control over his or her life. As we will 
see in the next chapter, it wiJI be uncomfortable to hold onto the myth 
that Americans start off more or less on equal footing and that those who 
play by the rules and work hardest succeed. Further, it is impossible to 
deny that poverty in America is disproportionately African American and 
Hispanic. We need to examine the root of that reality and ask why, nearly 
fifty years after the passage of landmark civil rights legislation and nearly 
ISO years after the end of the Civil War, such a racial gap continues to 
exist. We also need to examine the ways that gender is related to both 
racial and economic inequality. Activists and public officials from across 

.17 

f bo h arties have recognized systemic 
the ideological spectrum and rom 1 p Am · s while 
inadequacies that give tremendou~ advantag;:r~oi~~~~ t int:1~~: nature 

deeply disadvantagindg ho~h~sg.h:'J~:s~:o~e: of the in~ividuals who have 
of those problems an ig 1 

worked hard to solve them. . 'di 
Ultimate! 'we need to address the paradox of compromise as~ ~u1 ng 
. . le of ~mcrican democracy. We generally celebrate the willingness 

p~u1~p· Is to work together to get things done, but incremental changes 
o o cia . ful im rovcments in the lives of the poorest 
have not led to meaning P . f h Jding firm to values 
Americans We must consider the importance o o 

, . . . as well. As we move through this volume, we 
such as iust1ce and equality, . b ·eJdi'ng ·m our desire 

k h ·t ·s appropriate to e un}'I must repeatedly as w en 1 1 . . . d h ' t ·s im-
ward increased social and economic 1ust1ce an w en I i 

to move to k 'th those who seek to solidify or otherwise preserve the 
portant to wor '" . . . 
current structures that have led to and perpetuate lllJUS!lcc. 
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